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Performance Improvement of LFFC Schemes Base on BSpline Networks for UPS Inverters
A. Rahmati
Abstract – Although Learning-based control method base on
B-Spline Network (BSN) together with PD controller presents
an excellent steady-state performance for Uninterruptible
Power Supply (UPS) Inverters but it may not achieve high
dynamic performance under non-periodic disturbances, which
can be inappropriate for high performance UPSs. To further
reduce the transient errors, in this paper a simple design and
effective robust controller instead of PD controller is adopted
parallel with the BSN. Simulation results under various
conditions show that the proposed controller can achieve not
only better dynamic performance but also can return better
steady-state performance and further reduced THDs in the
output voltage, compare to those of a BSN with PD scheme
developed earlier.
Keywords – B-spline function, inverter, LFFC, robust
controller, uninterruptible power supply.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) systems supply
emergency power in case of utility power failures and are
widely used as backup power for critical loads such as
computer and life support systems in hospitals. In UPS
systems overall performance is dependent upon the static
inverter- filter arrangement which is used to convert DC
input power to high quality ac voltage of low Total
Harmonic Distortion (THD). The performance of the
system is measured both in terms of steady-state
performance, such as voltage regulation and THD, and
transient performance, such as response to a sudden change
in load [1].
Many feedback control schemes have been proposed for
UPS inverter, in order to achieve fast dynamic response and
eliminate voltage distortions, which can occur under
nonlinear loads.
Nonlinear loads that cause distortion in the output voltage
are typically periodic, which suggests that learning-based
control methods may have certain advantages over
instantaneous-feedback control methods, such as deadbeat
control and cascade control which are popular as highperformance controllers in the industry [2].
Learning-based control methods are considered for
processes that repetitively perform a series of tasks [3].
During operation, such processes are subject to two types
of disturbances; reproducible disturbances, those depend on
the state of the process and hence reoccur each run in the
same way, and remaining random disturbances. Generally
learning-based control system has separate means for
compensating both types of disturbances [3].
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Random disturbances are compensated by a feedback
controller. When random disturbances are small, this
controller does not determine the performance of the
controlled system. It can therefore be designed for
robustness mainly, which does not require an accurate
process model [3].
The reproducible disturbances are compensated by a feedforward controller. Normally a feed-forward controller is
designed on the basis of an accurate model of the process.
To prevent the need of an accurate process model, the feedforward controller is implemented as a neural network that
is trained during control. The type of neural network that is
used is a B-spline network (BSN) [3] which utilizes
piecewise polynomial basis functions, known as B-splines
or B-spline basis functions, to store information. Like other
NNs, a BSN can approximate arbitrary continuous
functions to any degree of accuracy as long as the network
used is large enough. Unlike the global weight-updating
scheme used in backpropagation-based NNs, the BSN
operates with a local weight-updating scheme, with the
advantages of fast convergence speed and low
computational complexity. These features make it more
suitable for providing real-time online solutions, as
required in the present UPS inverter control, than the
feedforward NNs with online backpropagation training [2].
This type of learning controller which use BSN as
feedforward controller together with a fast feedback
controller was introduced as the Learning Feed Forward
Control (LFFC) scheme [3], [4]. Stability of LFFC is
determined by the support of the B-splines and the value of
the learning rate [2], [3], [4].
In previous research [2], a parallel feedback PD for
compensating random disturbances and a B-spline network
as the feed-forward controller for compensating
reproducible disturbances was proposed for UPS inverter. It
had been shown that overall controller system can achieve
a very low THD and fast error convergence under different
loads. But this paper acknowledges that the controller may
not achieve high dynamic performance when the load is
changed from no load to a non-linear cyclic load which can
be inappropriate for high performance UPSs. Thus, this
paper proposes a robust controller for improving the
transient response of LFFC scheme with BSN under nonperiodic disturbances. This paper is organized as follows:
Section II describes the plant to be controlled and Section
III shows the structure of the digital control system: BSN
controller and robust controller. Section IV describes the
design procedure of BSN with proposed robust controller.
Section V presents some simulation results that show the
transient and steady-state performance of the BSN with
robust controller and compares it to those of the BSN with
PD controller.
II. DYNAMIC MODEL OF A SINGLE PHASE UPS INVERTER
If the switching frequency of UPS inverter which is shown
in Fig. 1 is high enough, its major dynamic response can be
determined by just taking LC filter into account. Using
circuit laws, the output voltage of the LC filter can be
written as:
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(1)

U (s)

rC C L s 2  ( L  rC rL C ) s  rL
L C s 2  C ( rC  rL ) s  1

Io (s)

Where U is the average input voltage of the filter, and Io is
the load current. By considering the load current as an
external disturbance, the transfer function between output
voltage and input voltage of the filter can be written as
follows [2]:
Vo ( s )
rC C s  1
(2)
G p (s)

U (s)

L C s 2  C ( rC  rL ) s  1

In the z domain, the expression for the output voltage will
have the form [2]:
V o ( k ) G p ( z )u ( k )  d i ( k )
(3)
Here, G p ( z ) is the z transform of (2) with sampling period
h. All cyclical disturbances that cause output voltage
deviation (including distortion), such as the load current
(linear and nonlinear loads) and the dead-time effect in the
inverter switches, are summarized as di . The task of the
BSN-based controller is to come up with a suitable control
input u (k ) such that Vo (k ) tracks a sinusoidal reference in
the face of the disturbance inputs di (k ) [2].

A. Robust controller
PID controllers' family is most popular controllers in
industry because of good performance and simplicity in
design. But the performance of these controllers is
degraded tremendously when the system is exposed to
disturbances or noise. H f optimization method is a
frequency domain approach for robust controller design
and has been developed in response to the need for a
synthesis procedure that explicitly addresses questions of
modeling errors, unknown disturbances and noise. There
are many ways in which feedback design problems can be
cast as H f optimization problems. A general formulation is
afforded by the general configuration shown in Fig. 3
which is described by [5]:
(5)
ªzº
ª w º ª P1 1 ( s ) P1 2 ( s ) º ª w º
u

LFFC CPNTROLSCHEME

The LFFC scheme with BSN controller together with the
robust controller is shown in Fig. 2. During sampling
interval k , the controller output may be written as:
u ( k ) u ff ( k )  u fb ( k )  r ( k )
(4)
Where u ff and u fb are the outputs of the feedforward BSN
controller and the feedback robust controller, respectively,
and r is the reference input to be tracked. The feedforward
of r is used as the major component of the control effort to
achieve better tracking [2].

P2 2 ( s ) »¼ «¬ u »¼

K ( s )X

Fig. 3: General control configuration

The general control problem in this framework is to
synthesize a controller that will keep the size of the
performance variables z ,small in the presence of the
exogenous signals, w .Hence, the disturbance rejection
performance would depend on the "size of the closed-loop
transfer function from w to z ,which we shall denote
as Tzw ( s) .Thus, controllers are sought that minimize the
"size" of the closed-loop transfer function Tzw ( s) .The two
most common and physically meaningful norms that are
used to classify the "size" of Tzw ( s) are the H 2 and
H f norms. As such, controllers are sought that minimize
either the H 2 and H f norm of [5].
(6)
Z ( s)
1
Tzw ( s )

Fig. 2: Block diagram of the LFFC scheme with BSN and robust
controller for UPS inverter system.

« P (s)
¬ 21

The signals are: u the control variables, X the measured
variables, w exogenous signals such as disturbances and
commands, and z the so-called ''error'' signals which are to
be minimized in some sense to meet the control objectives
and P is the state-space realization of the generalized plant
[5].

Fig. 1: Single-phase full-bridge inverter

III.

P (s) « »
¬u ¼

«X »
¬ ¼

W ( s)

P11  P12 K (1  P22 K ) P21

f L ( P, K )

This can be solved efficiently using the algorithm of Doyle
et al. [6], [7]. It is not our intention to describe in detail the
mathematical solutions, since efficient, commercial
software for solving such problems is so easily available.
The signal based approach to controller design is very
general and is appropriate for multivariable problems in
which several objectives must be taken into account
simultaneously. In this approach the class of external
signals affecting the system and the norm of the error
signals which must be keep small are defined. The focus of
attention is the size of the error signals and away from the
size and bandwidth of the close-loop transfer function.
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A typical problem using the signal-based approach
to H f control is illustrated in the interconnection diagram
of Fig. 4. The weights Wd , Wi , Wn may be constant or
dynamic and describe the relative importance and/or
frequency content of the disturbances, set points, and noise
signals. The weights Wref is a desired closed-loop transfer
function between the weighted set point rs and the actual
output y. The weights We and Wu reflect the desired
frequency content of error y  yd and the control signals u ,
respectively. The problem can be cast as a standard
H f optimization in the general control configuration by
defining [6]:
(7)
ªd º
ª rs º
ª z1 º
« »
w «r » z « » v « » u u
¬ z2 ¼
¬ ym ¼
«¬ n »¼
in the general setting of Fig. 4.

(50% overlap) can be very easy to implement and analyze,
such a BSN did not provide large enough attenuation to cut
off the learning at high frequencies. A BSN with dilation 2
(75% overlap) can be capable of satisfactorily meeting this
requirement. Though BSNs with higher dilations can result
in even better performance, they are much more complex to
implement [2], [8].
The input of the feedforward BSN in Fig. 2 is simply the
sampling sequence number k .Since the reference is
periodic, the input space is k  [0, T / h] , where the interval
T is the fundamental period of the UPS inverter. To create
an I/O mapping, the B-splines are placed on this domain of
input variable, as shown in Fig. 5. The choice of a second
order BSN resulted in the use of simple piecewise linear
first order algebraic functions. Higher order B-splines are
difficult to implement due to the resulting nonlinear
functions [2].
The part of the input space for which Pi (k ) is not zero,i.e.,
the support of the B-spline, equals d . In one period T , if
there be N equally spaced B-splines. Then, the B-spline
support (or width) can be given by d 4T / ( N  3) .
Moreover, with the total number of sampling points given
by T / h , there will be 2m samples within one B-spline,
where m d / 2h . The output of the BSN is a weighted sum
of the B-spline evaluations, as shown in Fig. 5. Thus [2]:
(8)
u ffj ( k ) ¦ w i j P i ( k )
i

Fig. 4: A signal-based H f control problem

Where k is the index of sampling interval,

j

denotes the

j

j th repetitive operation, wi is the weight for B-spline i in

B.BSN controller

A BSN utilizes piecewise polynomial basis functions,
which are known as B-splines or B-spline basis functions,
to store information. An n th-order B-spline consists of
piecewise polynomial functions of order (n  1) [2], [8] The
function evaluation of a B-spline is generally called the
membership and is denoted as P (see Fig. 5). That part of
the B-spline’s input space for which P is unequal to zero is
called its support. Generally, the support of a basis function
does not cover the whole input space. In addition, the
supports overlap each other. When the supports overlap
each other by more than 50%, the BSN is termed “dilated”
[2], [8] .

Fig. 5: B-spline network

BSN controller inherently has a low-pass feature that can
be used to cut off learning at high frequencies and thereby
ensure error convergence. Though a BSN with dilation 1
98

iteration j , and Pi (k ) is the function evaluation, or
membership, of the i th B-spline. From one fundamental
cycle to the next one, the weight of the B-spline “ i ” in
iteration j is updated by [2]:
T /h
(9)
j 1
w ij

(1  D ) w i j  1 

J ¦ ( P i (l )er

( l ))

l 0

T /h

¦ P i (l )

l 0

Where J is the learning gain, D is the forgetting factor, and
er j 1 (l ) is the tracking error of the previous iteration ( j  1) .

Though summation from l 0 to T / h is used in (9), the
calculation is actually simple because Pi (l ) z 0 only over
the support interval of d . The forgetting factor D is
introduced to increase the robustness of the BSN controller.
Although, due to the forgetting factor, the tracking error
will no longer converge to zero, the error can be made
small enough for industrial applications. It has been
verified in the experimental work that the introduction of
the forgetting factor is necessary for the stable operation of
the system [2].
As may be noted, the design of the BSN controller requires
only two main parameters to be determined: 1) the B-spline
support d and 2) the learning gain J . The third parameter,
namely, the forgetting factor D , is easily set by trial and
error during the experimental stage or by experience [2].
From (8) and (9), it can be shown that the equivalent
frequency-domain model of the BSN controller can be
written as [2]:
(10)
u ffj ( k ) (1  D ) u ffj  1 ( k )  2 J H ( Z , a k , d ) e r j  1 ( k )
with [8]:
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©
¹
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«
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«
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P

 ( 2  a k ) e  jZ a k d / 4
 (1  a k ) e j Z (1  a k ) d / 4 ] / 2

Equation (11) only models the controller in the frequency
domain and does not represent its actual implementation. It
may be noticed from (11) that for a given ak , H (Z , ak , d ) is
a function of the normalized frequency x Z d / 4 [2]. The
magnitude and phase plots of H (Z , ak , d ) for different
ak values are shown in Fig. 5 and 6.
Here, the ak values are assumed to be constant, though
they are not so in the actual case. The magnitude curves for
different ak values Fig. 5 are nearly identical and differ
only very slightly. They have a notch at a value of x equal
to S , i.e., at x Z d / 4 S . This may also be seen from (11)
in which H (Z , ak , d ) o 0 as Z d / 4 o S . At high frequencies,
the phase shift curves with different ak values do differ
considerably. However, the phase shift is nearly zero prior
to the notch point, even with different ak values. Thus, at
frequencies lower than Zn 4S / d , the time-varying nature
of ak does not affect the frequency response much and,
hence, is conveniently ignored here [2], [9].
By applying the control law (8) and (9) and by assuming
that the model of the inverter G p ( z ) has all the following
features: 1) the desired output is repeated in each iteration;
2) the system starts with the same initial condition in each
iteration; 3) the system dynamics is time invariant; and 4)
the measurement noise of the output is negligible—it can
be shown that [2]:
(12)
1  2 J H (Z , a k , d ) P ( z )  G ( z ) P ( z )
j
j 1
er ( z )

er

1  G (z)P (z)


D P ( z )u

º
»
»
»
»
»¼

Where Gd represent the effects of load current on output
voltage which is second term of (1) as follows:
(15)
rC C L s 2  ( L  rC rL C )  rL


Gd (s)

L C s 2  C ( rC  rL ) s  1

The frequency of the major components of a typical
nonlinear load current waveform are below 550 Hz [10];
hence, the major components of the tracking error will also
be below 550 Hz therefore We was selected as a low pass
filter with 550Hz cutoff frequency whereas Wu was selected
a constant less than 1 for ensuring that the control signal
will not be too large.
0
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-200

-1

0

10

10

Fig. 5: Magnitude plot of H (Z , ak , d ) —plotted assuming
constant ak values
3

1
j 1

(z)

j 1
ff ( z )

Here, GC ( z ) is the system transfer function with robust
controller alone. With z e jZ h and (12), the stability
requirement of the BSN controller is thus [2], [9]:
(13)
1  2 J H (Z , a k , d ) G C ( e jZ h )  1
For all frequencies from zero to the Nyquist frequency. To
ensure rapid error convergence, the error decay factor,
which is defined as 1  2 J H ( Z , a k , d ) G C ( e jZ h ) , should be
made small [2].
IV.

u

2

1  G (z)P(z)

 D G C ( z )u

(14)
u

(z)

j 1
ff ( z )

(1  2 J H ( Z , a k , d ) G C ( z )) e r

ª rs º
« »
¬ vo ¼

v

LFFC CONTROL DESIGN

The parameters of the inverter system for the design are
shown in Table I. As a first design step, the robust
controller, used with the BSN was designed.
A.Robust controller design
The objective of robust controller design is reducing the
effect of the I o as disturbance on the system. Thus we
considered following expressions for H f optimization
problem:

0
-1
-2
0

10

Fig. 6: Phase plot of H (Z , ak , d ) —plotted assuming constant ak
values
Table I: Inverter parameters

Parameter
Value
Filter inductor
0.58mH
Filter capacitor
117.1PF
Sampling frequency
10kHz
Switching frequency
10kHz
DC link voltage
150V
Reference voltage
100V,50Hz
Inductor resistance
0.065:
Capacitor resistance
0.07:
Rating power
1kVA
Given this representation of the design goals, and using
MATLAB the proposed robust controller will be a transfer
function of order 3 such that the control signal is as follows:
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U (z)

§  4 9 6 .3 z 2  4 7 3 .4 z  1 .5 8 3 u 1 0  5
¨
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©
§ 2009 z 2  3590 z  1603 ·
¨ 3
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2
¨
¸
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·
¸Vo ( z )
¸
¹

(16)

For comparison, the PD control signal which was designed
by step-response method for this inverter in [2] was:
(17)
§
·
3( z 2  1)
U (z)

¨ 2 .0 4  0 .5 4 5 3 2
¸Vo ( z )
¨
z  0 .5 3 5 9 z  0 .0 7 1 8 ¸¹
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3( z 2  1)
 ¨ 2 .0 4  0 .5 4 5 3 2
¸ V ref ( z )
¨
¸
z

0
.5
3
5
9
z

0
.0
7
1
8
©
¹

Fig. 7 shows step response of close loop system with PD
and robust controller. It is obvious that robust controller has
improved system transient response noticeably. Moreover it
presents a better steady-state performance than PD
controller as can be seen from Fig. 7.
Fig. 8 presents the bode diagram of output voltage versus
load current iL when frequency is below 3768 rad/sec (600
Hz). It can be seen that output voltage with robust
controller has been less impressible from load current
compare to PD controller, on the other hand robust
controller can reduce the effects of iL as an external
disturbance on the inverter output voltage better than PD
controller. (As mentioned before the major components of
a typical nonlinear load current waveform are below 550Hz;
hence considering frequency range of this diagram below
600Hz can be adequate.)

of GC (e jZ h ) is approximately constant up to the Nyquist
frequency (31416rad/sec or 5kHz) thus (13) is satisfied if
we select H (Z , ak , d ) notch frequency bellow Nyquist
frequency:
Zn
4 S / d  3 1 4 1 6  d ! 0 .0 0 0 4
(18)

PD controller

Robust controller

Frequency (rad/sec)

Fig. 8: Bode diagram of output voltage (vo) versus load current
(iL)

since the major components of the tracking error will also
be below 550 Hz. Therefore, the notch frequency
f n 2S / Zn must be kept higher than 550 Hz, or d must be
kept less than 1 / 275 0.0036 [2]. Thus the design range for
d is:
0 .0 0 0 4  d  0 .0 0 3 6
(19)
d was set at 0.002.
Choice of Learning Gain J : With a small J value, though
the error convergence requirement in (13) will always be
satisfied, the speed of error convergence will be slow. On
the other hand, with too large a learning gain, the error
convergence requirement in (13) may not be satisfied. At
low frequencies, GC (e jZ h ) has almost constant gain
(e.g., AG ).Thus, if J is selected such that [2]:
1
(20)
J
2 AG

Then the error decay factor will be nearly zero up to
Nyquist frequency, and very fast error decay can be
expected [2]. From the closed-loop response GC (e jZ h ) , as
shown in Fig. 9, the values of AG is 0.25 thus According to
(20), J 2 and a forgetting factor D 0.01 was used for the
BSN controller.

Fig. 7: Close loop system with PD and robust controller step
response

B. BSN controller design
For BSN controller design, BSN parameters: the B-spline
support d and learning gain J must be determined.
Choice of BSN support d : As mentioned before, for the
stability requirement, (13) must be satisfied for all
frequencies up to the Nyquist frequency. From the closedloop response GC (e jZ h ) with robust controller, as shown in
Fig. 9 we can see that magnitude and phase plots
100

Fig. 9: Bode plots of close loop system with robust
controller
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V.

SIMULATION RESULTS

Fig. 10 shows the transient performance with PD controller
and Fig. 11 with robust controller when the load is changed
from no load to a rectifier load in a step fashion in both
cases. It can be seen that the transient errors caused by
nonlinear cyclic load are significantly reduced when the
roust controller is used as feedback controller instead of PD
controller. Whereas with PD controller maximum peak of
transient tracking error is exceeded from 15V, with robust
controller is less than maximum value of steady state error
(4V).

of the output voltage was 99.5 V, with a reference voltage
of 100 V. Fig. 14 compares tracking error in both cases
with more detail and more extended time range. Thus we
can see that robust controller has improved not only
transient performance but also has returned better steadystate performance and has reduced output voltage THD
tremendously.

Fig. 12: Output voltage, current waveforms and output voltage
tracking error with a nonlinear load—BSN with PD controller.

Fig. 10: Transient response waveforms when the load changes
from no load to a rectifier load—system with PD controller.

Fig. 13: Output voltage, current waveforms and output voltage
tracking error with a nonlinear load—BSN with robust controller.

Fig. 11: Transient response waveforms when the load changes
from no load to a rectifier load—system with robust controller.

Fig. 12 shows the steady-state output voltage and the load
current and output voltage error waveforms of the inverter
for a nonlinear load (crest factor = 3) with the BSN and PD
controller. THD of the output voltage is 0.7% and The
fundamental peak value of the output voltage is 97.94 V,
with a reference voltage of 100 V. Fig. 13 shows the
steady-state output voltage and the load current and output
voltage error waveforms of the inverter for a nonlinear load
(crest factor = 3) with the BSN and robust controller. It is
notable that harmonics in output voltage in this case were
enough small such that there was not any measurable value
for THD in simulation result and fundamental peak value

Fig. 14: Output voltage tracking error with a nonlinear load. (a)
BSN with PD controller (b) BSN with robust controller
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VI.

CONCLUSION

Although LFFC Schemes with B-Spline Networks and PD
controller have led to very good steady state performance
for single phase inverter UPSs but their transient response
under non-periodic disturbances may not be suitable for
high performance UPSs. Therefore, this paper proposed a
more sophisticated controller as feedback controller for
compensating transient errors. Simulation results showed
that the robust controller with a fix structure and simple
design can minimize non-periodic disturbances caused by
nonlinear cyclic loads and unmodeled dynamics. Moreover
the proposed controller together with BSN controller
showed better steady-state performance and output voltage
THDs compare to those of PD with BSN controller.
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